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Senso Trebbiano  
Bottle  £24  |  175ml  £5.50  |  250ml  £8

A fresh and zesty white hailing from the Rubicone IGT 
in Emilia Romagna. This wine is light and dry on the 
palate with notes of green apples, white flowers, pears 
and citrus combined with a crisp and refreshing acidity.  

Fedele Bianco  
Bottle  £27  |  175ml  £6.50  |  250ml  £9

Lively everyday dry white from Sicily bursting with 
tropical fruit and citrus aromas. With its crisp acidity 
and luscious fresh fruit flavours, this a real go-to wine, 
fruity enough to sip on its own yet brisk enough to  
pair with all sorts of foods.  

Altana Sauvignon Blanc  
Bottle  £33  |  175ml  £7.50  |  250ml  £11

This lovely soft and pale yellow wine has a subtle 
aroma of lime and ripe stone fruits, light in body  
it leaves refreshing citrus flavours in the finish. 

Miopasso Pinot Grigio  
Bottle  £33  |  175ml  £7.50  |  250ml  £11

With its warmer climate, Sicily produces a much riper 
style of Pinot Grigio with bigger flavours, more colour 
and a honeyed finish. This is a genuine taste of Italy.  

Corte dei Moro Grillo  
Bottle  £33  |  175ml  £7.50  |  250ml  £11

Ripe and spicy with hints of ginger, crisp citrus with 
flavours of honey and stone fruit. Appealing texture 
and minerality on the finish with bright acidity.

Alasia Gavi  
Bottle  £39  |  175ml  £8.50  |  250ml  £13

Appealing aromas of citrus fruit and white flower  
with a touch of white spice. The palate has more citrus 
characters with hints of orchard and stone fruits. Crisp, 
refreshing acidity balances underlying minerality.    

B Y  T H E  G L A S S r e d  w i n e

Botter Sangiovese  
Bottle  £24  |  175ml  £5.50  |  250ml  £8

A fruity and easy drinking Sangiovese from the 
Rubicone IGT of Emilia Romagna in northern 
Italy. Bursting full of red cherries, plums and soft 
berry flavours which combine with soft tannins 
and a medium acidity to leave a fresh and juicy 
impression on the palate.  

Ca Del Lago Cabernet Sauvignon  
Bottle  £27  |  175ml  £6.50  |  250ml  £9

A bright, youthful Cabernet with juicy red fruit 
flavours and zippy acidity. Great with red meats 
and cheeses.

Cielo Merlot  
Bottle  £29  |  175ml  £7  |  250ml  £9.50

Well balanced and rounded with red berry fruit 
and herby notes. Easy drinking. 

Volpetto Chianti 
Bottle  £33  |  175ml  £8  |  250ml  £11

Well structured and full bodied, lively and intense 
with lots of juicy, mouthfilling crushed berry fruit 
and finishing with silky tannins.  

Cielo Pinot Noir  
Bottle  £33  |  175ml  £8  |  250ml  £11

Ripe and seductive raspberry fruits, rich and 
fleshy with a touch of spice on the finish. 

Fedele Nero D’Avola  
Bottle  £33  |  175ml  £8  |  250ml  £11

The Fedele Nero d’Avola is packed with red berry 
fruit flavours and has a wonderful structure yet 
has soft tanins and is very approachable. 

ro s e  w i n e

Ca Del Lago Merlot Rose  
Bottle  £24  |  175ml  £5.50  |  250ml  £8

Light pink hue with attractive juicy strawberry 
nose, complimented by a light body and 
balanced  acidity. Easy drinking soft style. 

Villa Rosella Zinfandel Rose  
Bottle  £30  |  175ml  £7  |  250ml  £10

A brilliant rose colour, the nose is pleasantly 
intense, with notes of strawberry and melon. 
Well-balanced on the palate.  

Cielo Rose Belfoire  
Bottle  £30  |  175ml  £7  |  250ml  £10

The wine is a pale, blush colour with a bouquet 
of fruited elegance. The taste is delicate, fruited 
and persistent.  



s pa r k l i n g 1  Leone Prosecco   
 Bottle  £33  |  175ml  £5.50

  Fruity and flowery with hints of ripe golden apple and small  
mountain flowers. Fine persistent bubbles. The dry, fresh and 
flavoursome sensation on the palate is followed by a fruity and 
harmonious after-taste.    

2  Di Maria Rose   
 Bottle  £37  |  Flute  £6.50 

  Pale light yellow colour, with fine perlage. Delicately fruity, slightly 
aromatic bouquet. Well balanced and light body. A real crowd pleaser.  

3  47 AD Prosecco Frizzante (Gently Sparkling) 
 Bottle  £37 

  Pleasant, light, fine and delicate, fruity, with a characteristic  
bouquet of apple.   

4 Canella Prosecco DOC Spumante  
 Bottle  £45 

  Canella is vibrant, versatile and modern prosecco. It exhibits a brilliant 
straw yellow colour, is fresh and citrusy on the palate and enjoys a long, 
fruity and enchanting finish. It’s quality is more than evident. Ideal as a 
light refreshing drink on any occassion.   

5 Canella Sparkling Rosé Brut  
 Bottle  £45 

  Canella Spumante Brut Rose is an excellent example of spumante 
combining the freshness and fruit of Prosecco Canella with the seductive 
appeal of pink. The base wine is rose vinified Pinot Nero, the palate is 
fresh and mellow, but the finish is drier than a classic extra dry Prosecco, 
an ideal aperitif throughout the year.   

6 47 AD Diamond Rosato Prosecco 
 Bottle  £50   

  An Organic Prosecco Rosé Spumante with floral and fruity notes, it is 
dieal with smoked dishes.  

7 47 AD Diamond Prosecco Spumante  
 Bottle  £50   

  An Organic Prosecco Spumante, with its fruity and floral scents it 
anticipates an excellent persistence to the palate.   

8 Mioa Organic  
 Bottle  £50   

 Pale in colour. Citrus apple and elderflower notes, zippy and Fresh.   

9  Cantina Bassoli Lambrusco Grasparossa di Castelvetro 

DOP ‘Ciacaron’ (Organic Sparkling Red)  
 Bottle  £50   

  Intense purple with cruchy and compact foam. Pomegrante, 
blackcurrant, blackberry and slightly vinous notes. Flavor and roundness 
are perfecly balanced, in the final it remains dry and clean.   

10 Santa Tresa  
 Bottle  £50  
  Beautiful salmon pink colour, Frappato Spumante has fine, gentle 

bubbles and a very fresh fruity nose with hints of wild strawberries.  
On the palate the wine is very well balanced, gentle and soft with 
refreshing, citrussy acidity and lovely fruit.  

11 Canella Prosecco DOCG Valdobbiadene  
 Bottle  £55

  Fine and persisitent, Floreal and fruity, well orchestrated, delicate 
medium dry finsh.



s pa r k l i n g

M e t o d o 

c l a s s i c o
(Traditional Method)

12 Mosnel Franciacorta DOCG Brut  
 Bottle  £60

  Since 1979, the harmonious interrelationship of our Chardonnay, Pinot Bianco, and Pinot Noir 
grapes at every harvest guides the assembling of the cuvée that constitutes the foundation of 
our house style. At least 24 months sur lie allows this Brut to reach a perfect stylistic equilibrium, 
after which it is ready to be disgorged. It boasts a subtle white-gold hue, and a slender, silky 
bead of pin-point bubbles. A refined aromatic medley of elderflower and hawthorn blossom 
nuances crisp Mediterranean citrus, pear and apple, apricot and melon, along with subtle 
impressions of wild herbs and almonds. Crisp fruit and a tangy acidity are gloriously abundant 
in the mouth, concluding with a finish that is long-lingering, elegant, and beautifully balanced.   

13 Mosnel Franciacorta DOCG Rosé Brut  
 Bottle  £60 

  A deeply-fragrant rosé whose crisp, graceful Chardonnay fi nds its delicious complement in the 
fruit-rich depth of Pinot Noir and the supple roundedness of Pinot Blanc. All the grapes are 
gently pressed, and the wine develops its harmonious character over more than 24 months 
of maturation sur lie. Its gold-edged, powder-pink hue hints at freshpicked redcurrants and 
cherries on the nose, which then develop into ultra-crisp apricot and wild strawberry, peony 
petals and blood oranges, plus a subtle vein of fresh almond and cotton candy. It opens 
generous, warm, and full in the mouth, with energy-laden impressions of succulent, freshpicked 
pomegranate and red apple, a complex enlivened by a slender yet tangy sapidity.   

14 Mosnel Franciacorta DOCG Saten (Blanc de Blanc)  
 Bottle  £70 

  A benchmark Satén with the spotlight on Chardonnay, whose overall style, in line with tradition, 
reflects the particular character of each vintage year. That stylistic key unlocks the aromatic 
treasures of this Franciacorta, following its minimum of 36 month’s maturation in the cellar. 
Its brilliant gold hue and dense, creamy bead of pin-point bubbles are every bit as refined 
as its intense, clean-edged aromatics. Smooth, seductive impressions of bergamot, jasmine, 
and calycanthus duet with subtly pungent star anise and white pepper, all backgrounded 
by reassuringly classic fruit: peach and lychee, with a touch of candied almond and butter-
crusted pastry. The palate develops at a majestic, elegant pace, effortlessly seducing with an 
alternation of mint and dried fruit and nuts, plus a grain or two of sea salt animating a stylish, 
longlingering finish.   

15 Vueve Clicquot  
 Bottle  £75

  A famous Champagne for all the right reasons 
– a richer more flavoursome fizz with layers of 
baked apple fruit and a nice touch of cream on 
the finish.   

16 Ruinart Brut  
 Bottle  £80 

  Elegant and well-structured with a fine persistent 
mousse. Citrus fruit and nutty notes with hints 
of cream and a long dry finish. Ruinart is the 
earliest-established Champagne house.   

17 Dom Perignon  
 Bottle  £185

  The delicate aromas and flavours of Dom 
Perignon really develop in the glass when 
savoured slowly, as floral zesty notes give way  
to complex hazelnut brioche and cream.  
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18 Alto Adige Pinot Grigio  
 Bottle  £50 

  Dry, pleasant, well-balanced with notes of ripe fruit, moderate acidity and long finish. Intense with hints  
of wild flowers, rose hips, mango and red currant.   

19 Villa Giada, Suri Roero Arneis DOCG  
 Bottle  £53 

 Golden hue with greenish reflections. Fresh and delicate with notes of broom and chamomile, juicy and mineral with excellent sapidity.   

20 Cantina della Vernaccia, Vernaccia Sardegna IGT Valle del Tirso ‘Terresinis’ 
 Bottle  £65 

 Bright straw yellow colour, the wine is dry, smooth and well-balanced on the palate. It has good persistence and body.   

21 Negretti, Langhe DOC Chardonnay ‘Dadà’  
 Bottle  £70 

  Gold colour with deep shiny reflexes, notes of white peaches and flowers, ripped white fruits flesh mixed with green meadow notes.  
This grace can be found both in the nose and in the mouth. Acacia flowers and notes of a young jasmine are combined with a crispy  
acidity and a mineral salt that ends the sensorial journey of this incredible Chardonnay.   

22 Magda Pedrini, Gavi di Gavi DOCG ad Lunam  
 Bottle  £70 

  Fruity and fragrant, with nice hints of fresh fruit and white flowers. Full and harmonious,  
full bodied, lively and elegant.   

23 Barone di Villagrande, Etna Bianco DOCG  
 Bottle  £73 

  Persistant floral and white fruits fragrance, complexity harmonic and elegant. Pronounced acidity, elegance in the mouth and persistant minerality  
that suggests its age potenial. A wine that shows immediately some marked acidity notes and a persistent minerality, that suggests its longevity.   
With the years it shows great character and balance. Easy drinking.   

24 Tenuta Maso Corno, Declivi a Sauvignon Blanc Riserva 
 Bottle  £99

  Immediate scents of sambuca and aromatic herbs are an invitation to approach this Sauvignon Blanc with ease and to be conquered by its taste. On the palate, 
its round and fullbodied texture is complemented by a consistent and ample structure that unveils a lasting crisp and savory taste. The persistent aromas reveal 
the pleasant and balanced notes characteristic of this variety. 



s u p e r i o r e  
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25  Terre Di San Leonardo IGT Vigneti Delle Dolomiti Alto Adige  
 Bottle  £65  

  A blend of 50% Cabernet Sauvignon, 40% Merlot and the remaining  
10% is made up of Petit Verdot, Cabernet Franc and Carmenere. This is  
the baby brother of San Leonardo, a fresh, elegant, Bordeaux blend with 
hints of raspberries. Nice primary fruit characters, balanced with oak and 
luscious tannins.   

26 Barone di Villagrande, Etna Rosso DOCG  
 Bottle  £70

  Foral sensations of Violet and fresh berries, followed by herbal notes. Tannic 
but not aggressive, well balanced by  a clear and marked acidity and a fresh 
persisitant fruit. A must of the winery, By aging it shows great charater and 
balance. Easy drinking but guaranteed for fifthteen years from harvest.  

27 Villa Giada, La Quercia Barbera d’Asti DOCG Superiore  
 Bottle  £75

  Deep ruby red with garnet reflections. Very intense, full and persistent  
with spicy notes.  

28 Negretti Nebbiolo d’Alba DOC  
 Bottle  £76 

  Violet red and shiny amaranth, its beginning in the palate is smooth, when 
proud and direct tells in a whisper of violet, fresh chamomile and menthol 
influences, ripped currant and medlar’s skin. With the same elegance it 
envelops your mouth in a silky, graceful, soft way to leave vanilla memories 
on the aftertaste.   

29 Barolo Angelo D’Autun  
 Bottle  £80

  Bright garnet red with orange flecks and a floral, fruity bouquet  
leading to a balanced yet powerful palate of tar and Rosés. 

30 Terre di Melazzano, Chianti Classico DOCG Gran Selezione  
 Bottle  £90 

  Aged in barriques and tonnaux for 24 months. Ruby red intense  
colour with intense typical of Sangiovese, notes of forest fruit  
and pleasant spiciness.  

31 San Cassiano, Amarone della Valpolicella DOCG  
 Bottle  £90 

  About the name “Marne 180”: marne means marl, the variety of soil on 
which we’ve planted our vineyards; 180 are the degrees of exposure of 
our vineyards, from south-west to south-east. This wine is made from 
grapes harvested in various vineyards located on hills in the Valpolicella 
area (Mezzane and Tregnago hills). Different sources and different grape 
varieties are important to obtain a well-balanced wine with the fine 
structure that only a few single areas in the Valpolicella zone can provide.

  Strong ruby red. Clear and transparent. Notes of vanilla and ethereal airs 
depending on the period of aging in the barrel; notes of sweet fruits such 
as currants, blueberries, cherries depending on the varieties of grapes. With 
a velvety, raisiny character combined with the structure and typical stylish 
bitterness to give it good balance. It has an enduring and persistent flavour.  

32 Tenuta Maso Corno, Santa Maria Pinot Nero Riserva  
 Bottle  £99 

  SantaMaria Maso Corno presents a ruby red colour and releases ample 
aromas, revealing a refined and richly spiced bouquet. Its ethereal 
complexity blends with fruity overtones. The wine presents a well defined 
body with a balanced weight on the palate and is sustained by a subtle 
and embracing tannin impression. Its alcoholic richness and mild ripening 
balance a perceptible freshness. Refinement and elegance accompany the 
strong notes conferred to the wine by the polyphenolic grape fractions to 
obtain a harmonious set of aromatic, visual and tasting sensations.   

33 Pergolaia IGT  
 Bottle  £149

  Following the Tuscan tradition, Sangiovese dominates in this blend, shaping 
Pergolaia into a wine of intense bouquet and seductive body with soft 
tannins and superb depth. Caiarossa is a Biodynamic producer of natural 
wines of great elegance and fame. Smooth and soft, supple tannins 
with delicious rich fruit and a brilliant long finish. The wine incorporates 
beautifully the aged flavours of tobacco and leather.  
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34 Miopasso Fiano  Bottle  £34  

  Bright floral wine with aromas of lemon and honey suckle. Good weight in 
the mouth with orchard fruits and a fresh long finish. Fresh and floral with 
touches of honey.   

35 Baccollo Bianco  Bottle  £38 

  Silky texture with ripe orchard fruit and subtle floral notes.  
Fresh, round palate with candied lemon and fragrant pear fruit.   

36 Castleforte Soave  Bottle  £38 

  A delicate perfume of white flowers and exotic fruit precedes the dry, 
bright palate with pleasant acidity and a mineral note on the finish.   

37 Magnolie Pinot Grigio  Bottle  £38 

  Pinot Grigio can sometimes have a bad reputation for being a flavourless 
choice. We searched everywhere for a perfect example of this classic wine 
and Le Magnolie’s vineyards at high altitude makes for its dry, crisp taste 
with a finely balanced acidity and heaps of flavour.   

38 Verdicchio Classico  Bottle  £38 

  Verdicchio makes wonderfully vibrant, crisp and refreshing wines. This is a 
full, dry style, with citrus and mineral notes that slips down easily with or 
without food.   

39  Cantina Vignaioli Scansano, Vignaioli Morellino Viognier 
IGT Toscana  Bottle  £40 

  On the nose it bestows elegant aromatic notes of herbs and flowers on 
a fruity background. Medium structure, dry, rightly round, with a lively 
minerality and a citrusy freshness that make drinking it even more pleasant. 
The enduring finish is characterised by citrus nuances.  

40 Il Forte Gavi DOCG  Bottle  £45 

  This Gavi recalls hints of acacia flowers, pear, passion fruit and pineapple. 
The mouth feel is sapid, long, fresh and elegant. Light weight and with 
good acidity. This wine is wonderfully versatile.   

41 Orapasso Biscardo  Bottle  £45 

  Delicate with floral notes and hints of citrus fruits and yellow flesh fruits. 
Fresh, mineral and very well structured and well balanced.   

42 Vigneti Radica Pecorino IGT Terre di Chieti  Bottle  £45 

  A fruity aroma with citrus and exotic nuances blend in delicate notes of 
flowers. This is a well-bodied wine with good structure and a slightly 
mineral finish.   

43 Baglio di Pianetto Insolia Terre Siciliane IGT - Organic   

 Bottle  £50 

  Floral notes of orange blossom and green apple, white peach and pear. 
Fresh, crispy, sapid and mineral.   

44 Zamichele Lugana DOC  Bottle  £53

  Straw yellow colour with greenish hints. Delicate aromas of exotic fruits 
and good balanced acidity.   

45 Pellegrino Tenute Salinaro Grillo  Bottle  £53

  Fine scents of citrus fruit blended with strong floral notes of Jasmine and 
orange blossom. Fresh and balanced with notes of grapefruit, citron and 
lemon, softened by hints of vanillia. 

46 Fedele Organic  Bottle  £35 

 A highly characterful, bright rose, with tons of fresh red berry fruit flavours. Lively and vibrant, it’s perfect as an aperitif.    

47  Mabis Biscardo Rosapasso IGT  Bottle  £40 

  Mabis Biscardo Rosapasso Pinot Nero is a Pinot Nero rosé with good body and weight. Dry and pale with wild strawberry and cherry fruit and a long finish. 
The Biscardo Family have been making wine from their base in Soave for over 150 years and are currently led by brothers Maurizio and Martino.   

48  Vigneti Radica, Rosato IGT Terre di Chieti  Bottle  £45

  Rosé wine made of the heart of Montepulciano d’Abruzzo grapes. It’s a wine born for pleasure: the brilliant colour will please your eyes, the scent will satisfy 
your nose while the taste will bring you to Abruzzo summer, between flowers and red cherries. 



49 Cielo Appasimento Rosso Veneto  
 Bottle  £36 

  The process of “Appassimento” dries ripe grapes to increases their richness. 
The result is this smooth, cherry fruit red. Dark bordeaux colour, Intense with 
spices and ripe fruit notes. Round and persistent in the mouth.   

50 Primisole Primitivo  
 Bottle  £36 

  This wine shimmers in a strong ruby red with cherry-red highlights. 
The expressive bouquet reveals fruity aromas of blackcurrants and juicy 
gooseberries - accompanied by floral notes of violets and subtle hints of 
spices. On the palate, this Italian red wine convinces with a full, round body 
that harmonizes wonderfully with the strong structure. The mid-length finale 
once again comes with fruity nuances.    

51 47 AD Pinot Nero  
 Bottle  £38 

  At the sight it is alive, with a pleasant ruby hue with light reflections garnets. 
The olfactory impact is elegant and complex, the Pinot Nero Sottovoce is the 
perfect combination of fruit sensations red (cherry, blackberry, currant) and 
those of maturation in wood with refined notes tobacco, coffee, cocoa, and 
vanilla.  Excellent attack, full, slightly acid, balanced, persistent, with a slight 
tannic sensation that helps keep your mouth clean.   

52 Cantina della Vernaccia, Cannonau di Sardegna ‘Maimone’  
 Bottle  £43 

  Ruby red, the wine shows slightly toasted, red fruit aromas on the nose. Dry, 
fresh and pleasantly smooth on the palate. A wine with good structure and 
high drinkability.   

53 Susumaniello Salent Serre  
 Bottle  £50 

  A rich and smooth wine in the mouth, which reveals a vaguely sweet 
character with nuances in the scent of chocolate and autumn jams.   

54 Vigneti Radica, Montepulciano d’Abruzzo  
 Bottle  £46 

  Red fruit with spicy notes of chocolate and vanilla. Well-bodied, supple, 
balanced and persistent taste.  

 

55 Duo Rosso IGT Veneto - Appassimento  
 Bottle  £48 

  Deep red colour. Flavour of red-berry fruits with a cofee hint.  
Concentrated palate and soft tannins with a lingering finish.   

56 Baglio di Pianetto, Syrah Terre Siciliane IGT – Organic  
 Bottle  £51 

  Ruby red with purple highlights. Intense and fine, characteristic  
of the grape, with hints of red fruits and wild berries, slight hints  
of balsamic and of white pepper.   

57 Pellegrino Nero d’Avola  
 Bottle  £53 

  Deep red with garnet hues. Complex and persistant aromas of red berries, 
plums, marasca cherries and violets. Mellow and well structured, with 
pleasant notes of red berries and prunes and light hints of rosemary.   

58 Cabernet Sauvignon  
 Bottle  £57

  Intense ruby red colour, it has a herbaceous bouquet recalling fruits  
of the forest. On the palate it is full-bodied, with smooth tannins and  
a long finish.  

59 Schole Sarmenti Nerio DOC  
 Bottle  £60

  Ruby-red wine with a light shade of purple. Generous in fruit flavour and 
spicy notes, its vaguely sweet taste stimulates your imagination. It shows 
remarkable intrigue in its complexity and never fails to enchant with its 
supple, finely textured palate.  

60 San Cassiano, Valpolicella Ripasso Superiore DOC  
 Bottle  £63 

  Valpolicella is produced by late harvest of clusters which are cut in early 
October and left on vines to dry for a week. We use mainly Corvina and 
Corvinone but also Rondinella and Molinara. Fermentation takes place in 
stainless steel vats, without addition of yeasts. The wine is bright red and 
smells of cherry and red fruits. It has an elegant and fine taste, with a good 
persistence. We release this wine on the market after 12 month  
after harvest.

r e d  w i n e
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61 Picpoul de Pinet France  Bottle  £36  

  Duc de Morny Picpoul de Pinet is a fine, elegant and incredibly fruity 
Picpoul with a very long finish. Nicknamed ‘la bomba’ this is an ideal 
match for fish and shellfish.   

62 Painted Wolf Chenin Blanc South Africa  Bottle  £36 

  Fruity white wine exploding with white peach, pear and honeydew melon. 
Hints of pineapple on the finish. The Den Chenin Blanc is a vibrant and 
juicy wine ideal for sharing with friends. Painted Wolf Wines supports  
the conservation of African wild dogs by donating 5% of UK revenue  
to the TUSK Foundation.    

63 Fortius Chardonnay Spain  Bottle  £37 

  Golden in colour, complex on the nose with toasted character and ripe 
fruits. On the palate the wine is full bodied with good acidity and flavours 
of peach, roasted hazlenuts and honey, leading to a long balanced finish.  

64 Aquarius Viognier Australia  Bottle  £35 

  It delivers crisp stony freshness balanced by ripe peach with a dash  
of spice, all in the peace-loving spirit of Aquarius.    

65 Cape Mentelle Semillon Sauvignon 2017  

 Margaret River  Bottle  £50 

  Cape Mentelle is one of the ‘Founding Five’ wineries of Margaret River, 
one of Australia’s finest wine regions. Its Sauvignon Blanc-Semillon  
is fresh and juicy, with creamy flavours of lemon and fresh herbs  
and a textured complexity, thanks to four months of lees ageing.    

66 Sancerre Langlois Chateau France  Bottle  £65 

  100% Sauvignon Blanc from Langlois-Chateau’s best vineyards  
in the Sancerre AOC. This serious and complex Sancerre is a benchmark 
for the appellation, with brightness, intensity, depth and minerality.   

 

r e d  w i n e

67 Capitan ‘Gar’ Garnacha Spain  Bottle  £38 

  A smooth Malbec, showcasing cranberries, cherries and oak.   

68 Los Haroldos Malbec Argentina  Bottle  £47 

  With over 70 years of winemaking experience, Bodega Los Haroldos’s 
flagship Roble wine shows Malbec at its best. It’s intensely fruity,  
with smoky and chocolate notes, all underpinned with elegant tannins  
and subtle acidity.    

69 Orin Swift 8 Years In The Desert USA  Bottle  £80 

  Seductive sweet fruit immediately bursts out of the glass,  
including luscious cassis, black cherry, and ripe dark plum.  
There are deeper undertones of forest floor, cedarwood,  
and gentle spice from the oak.   

70 Chataeu Les Grands Chenes Medoc France  Bottle  £70 

  A lot of dark berry flavour at its core, along with the classic shroomy, 
leathery taste that one can experience in many French style wines.  
Then it is accented with a light touch of vanilla. The earthy flavours  
remain in the palate for a long and pleasant finish. This wine demands  
— and deserves — an equally bold dish for dinner.    

71 Painted Wolf Pictus South Africa  Bottle  £80  

  An elegant, medium full-bodied wine combining charm with power,  
red berry and spice and a long, polished finish.     

72 Perrin Chateauneuf du Pape Rhone   Bottle  £65

  Blended by Alex Favier, one of the region’s best winemakers, this is an 
archetypal and rustic Châteauneuf-du-Pape, showing lovely ripe, spiced, 
black fruit aromas and a velvety, warm palate. Very correct, in a deliciously 
traditional style. 


